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you will not have any problem with the product. you will get the best service from the
product. you will get a chance to use the product for free. the product is not limited to

one country. it is available to you in all countries. you will not have any problem with the
product. take control of the camera by adding special effects and adjusting audio. you

can also improve the timeline with multiple effects, and crop, rotate, or mirror the video.
adjust the audio levels and add titles, effects, and transitions. use the frame-by-frame

and one-pass editing modes. add multiple images to a single file.input and output
formats supported by edius are avchd, mpeg-2, hdv, dvcpro hd, and dpx. the program

can produce a log file for each file when exporting, and the log file can be viewed in the
file manager. because edius has been designed with a modular architecture, it can be

updated to support new features and functionality as they become available. the
program has a fully customizable user interface, and you can choose to use either a

traditional windows desktop or a new tabbed user interface. edius uses a new style of
nonlinear editing called "multiprocessing multicam" which allows for editing of up to
three separate sources at once, each with its own timeline.edius is part of the grass

valley group, and is a well known name in the industry for reliability and stability. the
program can handle multiple video formats including avchd, mpeg-2, hdv, dvcpro hd,
and dpx, and is capable of outputting to vhs/beta tape. edius also supports the vegas

video effects and transitions libraries, and there are over 150 effects and transitions in
the library.
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